
DISCIPLINARY SUMMARY 
The following disciplinary actions were taken at hearings conducted by the Mississippi Board of Nursing December 5, 
2012- December 7, 2012 or reflect actions accepted by the licensees or applicants for licensure by agreed order. All 
information contained in this summary is public. For conformation and verification of the most accurate and up-to–date 
licensure and disciplinary information go to our website at www.msbn.state.ms.us  
 
December 5, 2012 – December 7, 2012 
 
NAME     ACTION                         VIOLATION OF THE 
LICENSE NUMBER         NURSING PRACTICE LAW 
 
Aiken, Sandra Kay   Restricted Licensure for   Unprofessional conduct/ 
R-610151   minimum of 12 months  Practiced nursing beyond authorized  
   Legal Aspect of Nursing/  scope  
   Fine        
         
Archie, Octavia Rene   Documentation Course/   Falsified or made incorrect entries  
P-319019   Nursing Ethics Course/   on records  
   Legal Aspect Course/Fine 
 
Bean, Sherrie Lynn   Legal Aspect Course/     Unprofessional conduct/   
R-845063   Nursing Ethics Course/   Practiced nursing beyond authorized   
   Fine      scope     
 
Branson, Carla P             Treatment of the Burn Patient   Unprofessional conduct/   
R-858472   in Primary Care Course/Fine  Practiced nursing beyond authorized 

Understanding and    scope/ Respondent possessed, obtained,  
Managing Burn Pain Course  furnished or administered drugs  

    (PART I & PART II) Fluids  except as legally directed 
and Electrolytes Course 

 
Broadway, Tammy E.   Revocation of Nursing License Engaged in conduct likely to deceive,  
R-868156   Stayed with Drug Related   defraud or harm the public/ 
   Stipulations     RESPONDENT has physical, mental or  
        emotional condition/ Addicted to or  
        dependent on alcohol or other  
        habit-forming drugs 
 
Bush, Karen    Voluntary Surrender     Unprofessional conduct/   
P-212555        Practiced nursing beyond authorized   
        scope    
 
Crawley, Lisa Dale   Legal Aspect Course/   Engaged in conduct likely to deceive,  
P-302335   Formal Reprimand/     defraud or harm the public/Engaged in  
   Fine     misrepresentation, deception or failure to  
        disclose when attempting to secure or  
        obtain a nursing license  
 
Crosby, Lisa Jean    Restricted Licensure for a    Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent  
R-858399   minimum of 12 months/  manner made incorrect entries or failed  
   Legal aspect course/Fine  to make essential entries on records/ 
 Documentation Course/ Practiced nursing in a manner that  
 Medication Administration  fails to meet generally accepted  
 Course  standards/Inconsistent with the  
   health or safety of a patient/  
   RESPONDENT was impaired   
        on duty 
 
Drennen, Christopher    Appeal of the Administrative   Reversed with Drug Related  
RN Applicant    Denial of Application for RN   stipulations  
   by exam 
 
 
 



 
 
Garcia Brian J.    Revocation- Non Drug   Engaged in unprofessional conduct 
R-882912        likely to deceive, defraud or harm  

    the public/ Negligently or willfully  
    acted in a manner inconsistent  

  the health or safety of with the persons  
under the licensee’s care/RESPONDENT was 
engaging in conduct that is sexual or 
reasonably interpreted as sexual, with a 
patient/ RESPONDENT engaged in 
inappropriate behavior such as exposure or 
gratification in the presence of a patient 

 
Gilbert, Donna W.     Appeal of the June 7th, 2012    Decision affirmed  
R-713996   decision  
    
Gowan, Lisa Lauren     Fine     RESPONDENT engaged in deceptive  
R-876229, APRN        advertising/RESPONDENT failed to  
        adhere to the standards of practice for  
        nurses in the expanded role 
 
Hangey, Sandra Jean    Voluntary Surrender   Engaged in unprofessional conduct 
R-828707        as identified by the board in its rules, in 

that RESPONDENT misappropriate drugs, 
supplies or equipment/ Engaged in conduct 
likely to deceive, defraud or harm the public/ 
Practiced nursing while under Influence of 
alcohol or other mood altering substances 

 
Harrington, Amy Elise    Medication Administration     Unprofessional conduct/ 
R-856223   Course/Professional Boundaries  Practiced nursing beyond authorized  
   Course/Legal Aspect of Nursing/  scope  
   Fine      
 
Harris, Misty Mathis   Voluntary Surrender    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R-864994 APRN        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit 
 
Harrison, Renita Mae   Legal Aspect Course/   Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
P-326614   Documentation Course/Fine  manner made incorrect entries or failed 
   Medication Administration   to make essential entries on records 
   Course 
 
Haskins, Sarah Marie    Legal Aspect Course/Fine   Engages in any unprofessional conduct 
R-882365         as identified by the board in its rules, in 
        that she removed drugs, supplies  

or equipment from the facility  
 

     
Henderson, Nahamani     Formal Reprimand/     Engaged in misrepresentation, deception 
RN Exam Applicant                  Fine or failure to disclose when attempting to   

secure or obtain a nursing license  
 

Jacobson, Robin     Revocation     RESPONDENT is addicted to or dependent 
R-881097        on alcohol or other habit-forming drugs or is 
         a habitual user of narcotics, barbiturates,  

 amphetamines, hallucinogens, or other 
drugs having similar effect, or has 
misappropriated any medication 

 
Johnson, Johnnie B.   Revocation    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R-104890        of the Board  

 
 



 
Jones, Vanessa Iva     Restricted Licensure for a      Unprofessional conduct/ 
P-200409   minimum of 6 months/ Ethics    Practiced nursing beyond authorized  
   Course/Legal Aspect of Nursing/  scope  
   Fine    
  
Kinsey, Christy Myra   Voluntary Surrender    Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
R-877858        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit 
 
Lee, Prentiss Scott    Legal Aspect Course/   Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
R-870302   Documentation Course/Fine  manner made incorrect entries or failed 
   Medication Administration   to make essential entries on records 
   Course 
 
 
Letchworth, Amanda C.  Revocation     Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
R-860205        manner made incorrect entries or failed 
        to make essential entries on records/ 
        Addicted to or dependent on alcohol or other  
        habit-forming drugs 
 
Lewis, Danielle Joy    Documentation Course/Fine  Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
P-324620        manner made incorrect entries or failed 
        to make essential entries on records 
    
Magee, Antoinette Lampton   Appeal of the July 25, 2012    Decision affirmed  
P-318439/RN Applicant decision  
 
McDonald, Latoya A.     Restricted Licensure for a      Unprofessional conduct/ 
P-321793   minimum of 18 months/   Practiced nursing beyond authorized  
   Legal Aspect of Nursing/   scope  
   Fine    
 
Moore, Melissa A.      Voluntary Surrender   Engaged in unprofessional conduct/ 
P-326234        Respondent passed or attempted to  
        pass a forged prescription  
         
Morris, Tiffany D.    Revocation    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
P-322046        of the Board  
 
Nelson, Allen Arthur   Fine      Had a license or privilege to practice as 
R-762175, CRNA        a nurse suspended or revoked in any   
        jurisdiction , has voluntary surrendered 
        such license or privilege to practice in any 
        jurisdiction, has been placed on probation 
        as a nurse in any jurisdiction or has been  
        placed under a disciplinary order(s) in any  
        manner as a nurse in any jurisdiction 
 
Peters, Leah D.     Restricted Licensure for a    Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent  
R-855773   minimum of 12 months/  manner made incorrect entries or failed  
   Legal aspect course/Fine  to make essential entries on records/ 
   Documentation Course  
 
Poole, Candy Short   Restricted Licensure for   Engaged in conduct likely to deceive,  
R-832726   12 months with modified     defraud or harm the public 
   drug related stipulations  
 
 
Pope, Elaine Boyd   Nursing Ethics Course/Fine  RESPONDENT was engaging in 
P-314994   Professional Boundaries Course conduct that is sexual or reasonably  
        interpreted as sexual, with a patient 
 
 



 
 
Shoemaker, Stacey H.    Formal Reprimand/Fine  Failed to meet generally accepted 
R-886329   standards of nursing practice 
 
Sinquefield, Tori Voluntary Surrender Unprofessional conduct/Respondent 
R-855240  Misappropriated drugs, supplies 
   or equipment 
 
Skrbina, Tamera    Formal Reprimand/Fine    Unprofessional conduct/   
P-322803        Practiced nursing beyond authorized   
        scope   
 
Smith, Jeanne M.   Legal Aspect Course/     Unprofessional conduct/   
P-323183   Nursing Ethics Course/   Practiced nursing beyond authorized   
   Fine      scope    
 
Staten, Rachel      Revocation    Engaged in unprofessional conduct/ 
R-883957, FPMHNP        Respondent passed or attempted to  

pass a forged prescription/ Engaged in 
conduct likely to deceive, defraud or  
harm the public/ Practiced nursing beyond 
authorized scope 

 
Stone, Karen Beck   Medication Administration     Unprofessional conduct/ 
R-879150   Course/Legal Aspect of   Practiced nursing beyond authorized  
   of Nursing Course/Fine   scope  

      
Stoy, Jean Elizabeth     Restricted Licensure for a      Unprofessional conduct/ 
R-726931   minimum of 12 months/   Practiced nursing beyond authorized  
   Legal Aspect of Nursing/   scope  
   Fine    
 
Tapp, Tonya N.   Revocation     Negligently or willfully violated an Order 
R-868790        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit 
 
Tolar, Jarrod L.   Formal Reprimand/Fine  Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
R-880320        manner made incorrect entries or failed 
        to make essential entries on records 
 
Vickie Williamson L.   Voluntary Surrender    Negligently or willfully violated an Order  
R-870462        of the Board, Recovering Nurse Program 
        Participation Affidavit 
 
Worley, Mary Nell     Restricted Licensure for a      Unprofessional conduct/ 
R-726206   minimum of 12 months/   Practiced nursing beyond authorized  
   Legal Aspect of Nursing/   scope  
   Fine    
 
Yates, Abby Lanee   Formal Reprimand/Fine  Falsified or in a repeatedly negligent 
R-879747        manner made incorrect entries or failed 
        to make essential entries on records 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


